
Independent Novel Final Project 
Due January 12th & 13th 

 
For the final project of your independent silent reading novel you will complete a reading 
response, create a story graph or timeline and complete a creative portion. The creative portion 
is the main focus for this project, while the reading response and story graph/timeline 
demonstrates your reading and understanding of the novel. Your project must have a purpose; 
this is NOT a book report or a summary of your book.  
 

 Read book, or most of book 

 Complete reading response (full page) from 1/7/15 and Story Graph/Timeline 

 Choose the main character or purpose of the novel. 

 Decipher main goal/issue of the character/purpose. 

 Create a project that will show the main goal of the character/purpose.  

 Present project with the addition of either dressing as character or bringing in three items 
that represent character or purpose of novel. 

 

You may choose one of the following ways to present your independent novel to the class.  
 

 Write and perform a poem  
o At least 20 lines in length. 
o Create and present an illustration/collage that represents your poem visually. 

 

 Write and present a jingle/rap  
o At least 20 lines in length. 
o Presentation needs to be 45 seconds to 1 minute long. 
o Create and share an album cover that represents the issue discussed in jingle/rap. 
 

 Create and present an advertisement (commercial)/Brochure OR a Public Service 
Announcement. 

o Presentation needs to be at least 45 seconds to 1 minute long 
o Create a visual representation that supports your project and represents goal/issue 

that a character in your book faced. This can be a Tri-fold brochure, or a video. If 
completing a video, make sure to export or AVI, Quicktime, or .mov file. Submit 
on DVD or flash drive. 

 

 Write and present a persuasive letter from one of your characters to a person who could 
assist with a resolution to the issue.   

o At least one page, 12 point font, double spaced 
o Create a visual representation of choice that supports your project and represents 

goal/issue. 
 


